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This qualitative study, set against the backdrop of Egypt, examines how social media influencers construct their online identity and build their online persona. Social media, which have been primarily developed in the West, have infiltrated the Egyptian society; they have opened doors to different forms of personae and content such as social media influencers. In Egypt their numbers have increased, and they have become an important part of the social media scene. They aim to build their audiences and fan bases with the ultimate objective of monetising their presence. This study focuses on nine Egyptian social media influencers, through employing in-depth interviews, and seeks to explore how they construct their online identity and how they build their distinct personae. The analysis revealed that they build a distinct online person for themselves to impress their audiences and fans. Moreover, they perform authentically; they seek to be perceived as authentic and to display this authenticity they undertake a number of processes.
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Contextualising Egyptian social media influencers

This study is set against the backdrop of Egypt. Situated in northern Africa it deviates more towards the Arab World also known as the Middle East. The Egyptian society is a traditional, patriarchal and keenly religious society (Gadallah, Roushdy, & Sieverding, 2017; Roushdy & Sieverding, 2015; Therborn, 2004). It is characterised by oral based traditions (Ayish & Alnajjar, 2019); however, this is shifting with the advent of social media; new generations access alternative sources of information and form their opinions far from their parents (Sabbagh, Mourad, Kabbara, Shehadi, & Samman, 2012). The Egyptian society is characterised by what the United Nations refers to as a youth bulge, which is described as when the relative number of children decreases, populations experience a growth in youth as a share of the total population (United Nations, 2018). In Egypt the percentage of youth in the age bracket 10-24 is one third of a society of 100 million people (UNFPA Egypt, 2020). These young people are also the heaviest users of social media in terms of time spent and content consumed (Sabbagh et al., 2012).
The core group in this study are social media influencers (hereafter influencers). Influencers are ordinary individuals who have taken to the internet and social media to develop and share content while monetising their existence (Abidin, 2015). Their primary objective is to grow their audiences and fanbases as more fans equates more income for them. Initially influencers started off as informed bloggers and through that they reached their audiences who considered them as experts and authorities (Friedrichsen & Mühl-Benninghaus, 2013). There are a number of synonyms for the word ‘influencers’ such as ‘creators’ ‘microcelebrities’ (Senft, 2008) and on Instagram, ‘Instaframers’ and ‘Instafamous’. With the increase in the number of influencers it was natural for research to focus on them and examine them more closely, whether their rise or their presence and influence or the tactics they use.

The following covers an overview of trends in studies around influencers. The first trend in the studies pertains to studies about the role influencers have in marketing and brand endorsement. These studies assume a role for influencers in endorsing brands and consequently influencing purchases given that people adopt behaviours and opinions from another person or group that conforms with their self-definition and aspirational images (De Veirman, Cauberghe, & Hudders, 2017; Uzunoğlu & Misci Kip, 2014). This group represents a major group of studies as this is a role influencers are typically associated with (Chapple & Cowemie, 2017; Colliander & Dahlén, 2011; Lee & Watkins, 2016). The second trend in the studies focuses on specific named influencers and looks at their communities and examines this more closely. To a large extent these studies document influencers’ activities and practices to create their online personas (Berryman & Kavka, 2017; Cocker & Cronin, 2017; García-Rapp, 2016; Hurley, 2019; Jerslev, 2016; Jorge, Marôpo, & Nunes, 2018; Marôpo, Jorge, & Tomaz, 2020; Martínez & Olsson, 2019). The third trend the in studies examines the relationship between influencers and their audiences (Aran-Ramspott, Fedele, & Tarragó, 2018; Pérez-Torres, Pastor-Ruiz, & Abarrou-Ben-Boubaker, 2018; Westenberg, 2016). The fourth trend in studies looks at specific genres of content developed by influencers such as beauty and lifestyle vlogging (Abidin & Ots, 2015) and transgender vlogging (Raun, 2018). The overview of influencer research shows the diversity of research foci. This study falls under the second trend of studies.

The Arab Media Outlook (2016-2018): Youth.Content.Digital media report, highlights that influencers in the Arab world have the potential to be a source of local culture and develop their influence to leverage far greater social benefit beyond their current marcomms revenue streams. It states five main reasons for their growth in the Arab world: youth demographics of the region, technology adoption, social media, emergence of short content formats and convenience of consumption. Furthermore, the report explains that possibly the single biggest driver of influencers is the strong youth skews the region has with a large percentage of youth in all countries as opposed to the percentage of youth (Dubai, 2018); this is true of Egypt and its youth bulge.
Reframing influencers in the Egyptian context

The importance of influencers in this study stems from the importance of their audience and fans, who are primarily youth. Egyptian youth have demonstrated to the world that they are agents of change and were key in the Egyptian 2011 revolution (United Nations Development Programme, 2016). These young people spend a high percentage of their time on social media following influencers as well as other social media personalities such as celebrities (PressRoom, 2015); therefore understanding influencers better contributes to understanding what forms the outlook, thoughts and ideas of Egyptian youth. This is important in a country like Egypt where there is a glaring absence of youth role models (Jung, Petersen, & Sparre, 2014).

Traditionally influencers have been defined in literature as third party endorsers (De Veirman et al., 2017; Freberg, Graham, McGaughey, & Freberg, 2011; Uzunoğlu & Misci Kip, 2014). However, beyond the marketing and brand endorsement role of influencers, they play a more significant role with their audiences. A role which represents some sort of impact, influence and effect (Ayish & Alnajjar, 2019).

It’s worth noting that the majority of the studies in this part of the world and specifically in Egypt, in the last decade or so, have focused on the mobilisation role social media play due to the monumental event of the Egyptian revolution. Researchers have been able to find different angles to this same topic hailing the role social media played or downplaying it and in some cases presenting a controversial view (Attia, Aziz, Friedman, & Elhusseiny, 2011; Bhuiyan, 2011; Herrera, 2012; Khamis, S., & Vaughn, 2011; Khamis, Gold, & Vaughn, 2012; Morozov, 2011; Olorunnisola & Martin, 2013). Therefore, this study represents a shift from this direction, to look into the other roles social media can play, in the case of this study, through influencers. It will fill a gap in research and contribute originally to knowledge about influencers.

Study goal

This study aims at exploring how Egyptian influencers construct their online identity and build their online persona, i.e. what goes into the making of an Egyptian influencer. The research questions pertaining to the study goal include the following: How do influencers present themselves online? and how do they build their online persona?

Theoretical influences and concepts

The study will depend on the work of two key scholars in self-presentation, namely Goffman (1959) and Leary (1996). Goffman, as a seminal scholar in self-presentation, developed an approach based on dramaturgy to explain how individuals present themselves to others and what they employ in the course of this process. Within his dramaturgical approach he explains
that when an individual appears in front of others, he/she tries to control the impression they
give to others through performing. The individual in this case will observe social rules and
conventions (Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013; Goffman, 1959; Jenkins, 2008). Others which
represent the audience and are a key group within the dramaturgical approach, in their turn,
seek to gather information about the individual from their direct and indirect cues. Goffman
clarifies that within the process of trying to give a specific impression to others, there are other
unintentional impressions which can reach the audience. In spite of Goffman’s approach being
developed pre the digital era, it resonates today as proven by numerous studies (Birnbaum,
2008; Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013; Burns, 1992; Nesvadba, 2017; Serpa & Ferreira,
2018; Smith, 2006).

Leary (1996), another seminal scholar on self-presentation developed a number of tactics for
self-presentation. Some of his tactics include self-descriptions, attitude statements, public
attributions, remembering and forgetting, nonverbal behavior, social associations, conformity
and compliance, the physical environment and other tactics.

The study will also draw on the theoretical concept of displays of authenticity which may
provide an additional dimension to the findings. Authenticity as a construct and concept has
many definitions depending on which tradition looks at it. Authenticity typically refers to what
is genuine and true (Beverland, Farrelly, & Quester, 2010). As a symbolic construct it has a
cultural value in how individuals understand themselves and how they make decisions about
how to live life (Banet-Weiser, 2012). Taking this into mind authenticity acts as a moral
compass. Enli (2015) emphasises that authenticity is a communicative and negotiation process
that takes place between the main players in communication especially in terms of
trustworthiness, originality and spontaneity. It’s worth noting that the majority of studies which
have looked at authenticity link it primarily to celebrities (Ellcessor, 2012; Meyers, 2009).

Methodology

To achieve the study goal and address the research questions, a qualitative approach was
deemed most appropriate, given that qualitative methodology is fluid, flexible, exploratory and
context sensitive. The Egyptian society is not accustomed to research per se and people are
quite skeptical to give out information, therefore contextual sensitivity is key to this study. The
other factor which determined the methodology was the intricate nature of online identity
(Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013); this nature renders the collection of rich data such as
opinions and observations of users and what they think. Accordingly, the author interviewed
nine Egyptian influencers to collect rich data for the study.

The author set a number of inclusion criteria: all Egyptian with a significant fanbase of
subscribers on YouTube and/or followers on Facebook and Instagram. Influencers were
categorised into two categories based on their fanbase numbers across social media (Ruiz-
The first category was named ‘tier 1’ and these were influencers with a fan base of one million or more and ‘tier 2’ and these were influencers with a fan base of more than 100K and less than one million. Tier 1 influencers are typically known as mega-influencers and tier 2 as macro-influencers. This study excludes micro-influencers (less than 100K).

Recruiting influencers proved to be a challenge and a major hurdle especially tier 1 influencers. To identify potential influencers to participate in the study, the author used social media tools such as the ‘trending tab’ on YouTube (YouTube, 2020), in addition to websites which ranked the highest viewed influencers in Egypt. Initially the author drew up a list of 15 influencers to target. Using purposeful non-probability sampling (Given, 2008), the author started to reach out to influencers using their business emails. They all clearly displayed those emails on their channels/pages/accounts, in addition to the availability of sending messages on Facebook messenger or Instagram direct messages. The initial response was no response; it seems that for influencers time is money Therefore, it took quite some time to start to get a response from influencers. Eventually, the author targeted 40 influencers: 17 of which were tier 1 influencers and the remainder tier 2 influencers; 22 males and 18 female influencers. The response rate was 27% as initially 11 influencers agreed. However, out of the 11 who agreed, 2 declined later. Two of the influencers at the time of the study were tier 1 influencers and the remaining ones were tier 2 influencers.

The first step was to get a contact phone to be able to explain clearly to them what the study was about and secure a time slot for the interview. All influencers who agreed to an interview did not entertain the idea of meeting face-to-face; they spoke about their time limits and tight schedules. Therefore, all nine influencers opted for a phone interview at the time of their choice. The nine influencers who were interviewed were Alaa Ghabour (YouTube Channel), Ahmed Barshoumy (Facebook page), Hoda Rashad (YouTube Channels: Banat 7awa and Chefista), Lamia AlBardici (YouTube Channel), Mohamad AbdelKader-AlBashmozee (Facebook page), Nada Fouda (YouTube Channel: Dudy Lifestyle), Nader Ahmed (YouTube Channel), Nader ElKomely (YouTube Channel) and Samar Ahmed (YouTube Channel).

The nine influencers had different online personas, some narrated their lifestyle, others reviewed products and shared their experiences around using these products while some used comedy to represent their persona. Alaa Ghabour (female) narrates her lifestyle and advocates for fitness and wellness. Ahmed El Barshoumy (male) has the distinct persona of a male with a beard imitating young veiled girls in everyday situations such as dating, shopping and friendships. Hoda Rashad (female) shares her experiences with natural products and her skills as a cook. Lamia AlBardici (female) encourages women to take care of themselves through fashion and beauty. Mohamed AbdelKader (male) embodies a young traditional Egyptian who tries to advocate going back to traditions and a conservative lifestyle. Nada Fouda (female) focuses on DIY activities as well as self-development one, her key message is women empowerment. Nader Ahmed (male) depends on acting out comedy sketches depicting young
people in daily situations such as exams, outings and dealing with their parents. Nader ElKomely (male) depends on acting out relationships between boys and girls showing modern Egypt and Samer Ahmed (female) shares her DIY skills and how to become beautiful and fashionable on a budget.

Prior to the interviews, the author followed heavily the channels of the influencers, almost becoming a fan, watching a number of videos for each influencer and following them on their various social media platforms. This helped immensely during the interviews to refer to topics they covered or a specific video or post which in turn created rapport and built trust between the author and them.

The author developed an in-depth interview guide outlining the key topics that needed to be covered in the interview, allowing flexibility which is the beauty of an interview. The interviews were carried out over the course of one month in the period 1 to 28 February 2019. The author found that by the seventh interview not much new data was being generated; however, additional interviews were conducted to ensure that the saturation point had been reached. All interviews were audio recorded after gaining consent from the influencers. After the interviews, the author reached out to the influencers to thank them and two of the influencers sent additional information about their audience. Following the interviews and write-up of transcripts, the author coded the data. The coding and analysis of the interviews generated a number of themes. The two themes which emerged included social media appropriation and displays of authenticity. Under these two themes came the subcategories of motives, platforms, aspirations, content, going live, photographs and maintaining a distance.

Key findings

In line with the themes, key findings were split under two broad headings: social media appropriation and displays of authenticity.

Social media appropriation

Influencers used social media to their advantage, they appropriated it through motives, platforms, aspirations. All of the influencers had different motives for using social media, however, what they had in common was using social media to grow their audience numbers and fan bases; this was key and very important to them. An interesting perspective mentioned by all of them was about how they started randomly without a clear objective in mind and then when they were well received by audiences they decided to continue and take this on as a profession. Influencer Samar Ahmed stated: “I started that as a trial and there was nothing to lose and things worked out. I found people liking my channel and liking me”. Influencer Nader Ahmed echoed this: “The start was a bit random, over the years, I learnt a number of things that helped me produce a video”.
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Influencers explained that as time went by, they developed clear messages and missions for themselves. This could be considered the start of creating their online persona. Influencer Alaa Ghabour who narrates her lifestyle stated:

My main message is that every person should become a better person and this is the main thing I will continue to advocate for. Anything that I do is to make the viewer change his mind about a certain thing to become a better person.

Influencer Ahmed El Barshoumy stated: “My objective is to entertain people. I want them to see my videos and laugh, there isn’t a specific message I just want people to laugh”.

In order to grow their fan bases, influencers used strong words to describe themselves online. In that they employed Leary’s self-presentation tactic of self-description. The words they used could really pull in specific audiences to them, for example: ‘Egyptian YouTuber’ ‘Trust in God’ (influencer Samar Ahmed), ‘Fashion, Beauty & Lifestyle’ ‘Civil Engineer’ (influencer Lamia Albardici), ‘Winner of YT Next up 2016’ ‘Vegan’ ‘Women empowerment’ ‘Mommy of 2’ (influencer Nada Fouda), ‘Engineer’ ‘Actor’ ‘YouTuber’ ‘Influencer’ (influencer Nader ElKomely).

One of the surprising findings was that financial gain and benefits were not mentioned as one of the motives for influencers. This is typically what defines influencers and in the case of influencers in this study they all monetised their presence and developed sponsored content; however, they did not speak about it. Influencer Nada Fouda stated:

My objective is not financial. If I had a financial objective, I wouldn't have started the channel at all (laughs), because profits from the channel take at least two years or even three to materialize, and the income is not that high compared to the hard work that goes into it.

On the topic of platforms, influencers all started on a specific platform and then branched out from there to other social media platforms. Those who started on Facebook for example, had a large number of followers there, while those who started on YouTube had large numbers of subscribers there. They used additional platforms to widen their fan bases because different platforms have different strengths. For example, Instagram is more photo and video based than the other platforms. Influencer Nader Ahmed explained: “Other social media channels help me distribute the video ... so they all complement each other and help me reach the largest number of people who follow me with whatever new content I am presenting”.

Moving onto aspirations, influencers had a wide range of aspirations, some of which were related to their online presence and others beyond social media. The male influencers especially
all had ambitions to move into mainstream media or cinema. They expected that their presence on social media will help them become known and sought after by the media. For example, Influencer Ahmed El Barshoumy stated, “having my own program”, while Influencer Nader Ahmed stated, “to become a TV presenter”. Similar to their objectives, none of the influencers spoke about money and financial gain as an aspiration. This is in line with findings by previous studies Audrezet et al. (2018) and Moulard et al. (2015; 2016; 2014), which found that influencers are driven by their inner desires and passions and not by commercial goals.

Displays of authenticity

The second set of findings are around the key process influencers use to build their online persona which is displays of authenticity. Overall, influencers spoke about wanting to create a specific impression on their audiences and fans, in that they were in line with Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical approach which indicates that individuals, in the presence of others, seek to create a specific impression on others. However, for influencers in this study they aimed to create a specific impression and at the same time give ‘an authentic performance’. In this they were displaying authenticity. When discussing this specifically in the interviews with influencers, they interpreted authenticity as how much deviation there is between their personality in real life and the personality they project on screen. Marwick (2005) similarly identifies authenticity in how close are the online and offline. In general, there was a collective sentiment that there was no deviation or very little deviation from the real personality on screen. Influencer Hoda Rashad stated: “What shows is very close to reality”. Influencer Lamia Albardici echoed this: “It’s exactly the same because I believe that to fake it or to act in a certain way is very difficult; to pretend is very difficult it’s also difficult to pretend for a long time”. One dimension to the authenticity that influencers revealed was how they downplayed certain negative aspects of their personality on screen and highlighted the positive attributes only. Influencer Nada Fouda commented: “My personality on the screen is 85% my real personality. What appears on the camera is my real personality but there are some things which I hide”. Online, through the profile, either the authentic self or selected aspects of the self can be represented (Manago, Graham, Greenfield, & Salimkhan, 2008).

In terms of content, influencers stressed how they develop their own content and don’t borrow anyone else’s. This was a key practice to display authenticity. For example, Influencer Alaa Ghabour stated: “My content is basically that I share my lifestyle with youth simply to inspire them, to help them, I wanted us to encourage each other. It can be considered motivational or inspirational”. Influencers Lamia Albardici, Samar Ahmed, Hoda Rashad all shared their experiences in using beauty products. In this they were similar to beauty and lifestyle vlogger Bubzbeauty who aimed to convey an authentic message when talking about her experiences with different beauty products (García-Rapp, 2016). Linked to developing original content was the practice of avoiding specific topics deliberately: sex, politics and religion, which are all taboo topics in Egypt. In this they are in line with the tactic of conformity and compliance
(Leary, 1996) in that they are conforming and complying with the conservative nature of the Egyptian society (Gadallah et al., 2017; Mensch, Ibrahim, Lee, & El-Gibaly, 2003). Influencer Mohamed Abdalkader explained: “I focus more on social content with no religious dimension, so a Christian or a Muslim may watch it and be convinced totally that it is correct”. Influencer Alaa Ghabour echoed this:

Yes, I share things any average person does such as if you are a Muslim you pray and if you are a Christian you go to the church but I don’t talk about religion or topics related to it as I said not because of the sensitivity.

Religion was one of topics which was used by some influencers but in an indirect form, subtly giving a religious dimension to their content. In this they understand how appealing the use of religion is in luring in audiences especially from the youth.

The second practice influencers used was going live; by this they display authenticity through interacting frequently and candidly with their fans through live videos on YouTube and stories on Facebook and Instagram. This gives their fans a glimpse of the influencers without being staged or scripted. This is a practice typically used by celebrities on Twitter to create an intimate and authentic persona (Marwick & Boyd, 2011). Berriman & Thomson (2015) explain that vlogs document an unpolished and unedited reality of YouTubers’ personae and lifestyles. Moreover, vlogging, to display authenticity, has been connected with types of realism that aim to show real and authentic everyday experiences (Christian, 2011). Influencers stressed the particular strength of Instagram in enabling them to go live with their audiences. Influencer Samar Ahmed explains: “I can talk in the story; I can have a discussion with you about the story, so that you get my point of view”. Influencer Nader ElKomely echoed this: “Sometimes I do live videos so that I can read their comments and if anyone wants to tell me anything, it’s better to communicate via the live videos on Instagram”. Similarly, Jerslev (2016) found that vloggers display a sense of authentic self through their straight-to-camera communication. Trammell and Keshelashvili (2005) found that bloggers communicated directly with the audience and asked for their opinions.

The third practice influencers depended on was their use of photographs especially selfies on all social media platforms. In that they realise that selfies and self-photographs are important elements to construct authenticity (Lobinger & Brantner, 2015). According to Audrezet et al. (2018), authenticity was observable within influencers’ content through elements expressing creativity such as original pictures, text, and the occasional video. An important finding was that influencers, to display authenticity, focused on using photographs that came across as ordinary. To achieve this, they took photographs with very normal backdrops, avoiding for example expensive hotels and luxury locations, which could give their fans a different impression. Influencer Nader Ahmed explained:
I am very natural on social media, so I don’t post pictures of me in exotic locations, I post very basic photographs and stories. So, they feel I can do something like him, he is a normal person and has become very successful.

This representation of ordinariness helps influencers create a sense of authenticity and to be true to life (Banks, 2015; Hou, 2019)

The fourth and last practice, which some, not all influencers, used was deliberately maintaining a distance between them and their fans to create an aura of mystique around them. This was a practice they borrowed from celebrities who are well accustomed to this practice (Bielby & Gamson, 1995; Fung, 2009). Influencer Nader Ahmed explained:

I make sure to keep the imaginary part in people’s minds about me there, so I don’t meet them so that they have this imagination around me ... Like celebrities if you see them daily the passion and curiosity will decrease.

This was important for the influencers to keep the “WOW factor”, as they described, alive. Of course, having a fanbase of more than one million helped achieve this as time could be stated as the reason for not maintaining closeness with fans. That is why micro-influencers are perceived by marketing agencies as having more access and interaction with their fans (Bernazzani, 2019; Gottbrecht, 2016; Hatton, 2018; Langan, 2019).

Concluding thoughts

This study examined how Egyptian influencers build their online persona. They take on this task for themselves, given the lack of gatekeepers in social media. The importance of influencers stems from their audience which is composed largely of youth who represent an important group in society as they are considered agents of change (United Nations Development Programme, 2016). Influencers took to social media motivated by building their fanbases which meant more money for them ultimately. The start for most influencers was a random start then they started to develop themselves more when they found that they were well received. They used a number of practices and tactics to build their online persona aiming to perform authentically. They were in line with Goffman’s dramaturgical approach (Goffman, 1959) and Leary’s self-presentational tactics (Leary, 1996). Within their displays of authenticity, they used a number of practices: developing original content and avoiding taboo topics; using photographs and selfies; going ‘live’ with their audiences; and maintaining a distance between them and their audiences. This study demonstrated that approaches and concepts which have been developed in the West are applicable to different contexts, such as in this case, they are applicable to Egypt, a developing country. The limitation of this study, which was conducted in Egypt with Egyptian influencers and the interviews were conducted mainly in Arabic, was that the reader may miss some local nuances although every attempt was
taken to not only translate the interviews but to project an accurate meaning of every word. For future studies the recommendation is to study the impact of influencers on their audiences.
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